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 There are many views on argument, but consensus is the overall argument. Consensus is the primary means of ensuring all
points of view are represented and considered in the design, implementation and evaluation of new public service projects and

programs. We believe that the best arguments are based on the best questions. Every project starts with a set of problems or
issues and generates a set of questions or issues. Every project involves a range of roles: leaders, managers, project team
members, advocates, collaborators, partners, contractors and others. Every project requires different skills and tactics to

facilitate discussion, gather input, develop recommendations, and, in turn, make decisions. Arguments are tools for moving
people to agreement. While consensus is the primary means of ensuring all points of view are represented and considered in the

design, implementation and evaluation of new public service projects and programs, it is often regarded as a special case of
argument and based on a “we agree” position, rather than an “I have something to say and I want to be heard” position.

Arguments are a process of synthesizing ideas into a position or way of thinking. In the first argument, the speaker (note: the
arguer) makes a statement of position or view. The listener (note: the audience) then responds to that statement by making their
own argument, namely their own position. In the second argument, both the arguer and the audience share a common set of facts
or premises. As a result of that shared base, the two argue from the same positions or view. One person’s “argument” is another

person’s discussion. A good argument moves people to agreement. One can claim that an argument is good if the arguer’s
position is adopted by the audience. Argument is a form of inquiry. In discourse, argument is the process of a specific point of
view, often with the goal of changing minds. Argument is persuasive in nature. In a discourse community, the term “argument”

is often used as a synonym for “debate”, “disc 82157476af
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